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Memory Reactivation Predicts Resistance to Retroactive
Interference: Evidence from Multivariate Classification and
Pattern Similarity Analyses

X Joshua D. Koen and Michael D. Rugg
Center for Vital Longevity and School of Behavioral and Brain Sciences, University of Texas at Dallas, Dallas, Texas 75235

Memory reactivation—the reinstatement of processes and representations engaged when an event is initially experienced—is believed
to play an important role in strengthening and updating episodic memory. The present study examines how memory reactivation during
a potentially interfering event influences memory for a previously experienced event. Participants underwent fMRI during the encoding
phase of an AB/AC interference task in which some words were presented twice in association with two different encoding tasks (AB and
AC trials) and other words were presented once (DE trials). The later memory test required retrieval of the encoding tasks associated with
each of the study words. Retroactive interference was evident for the AB encoding task and was particularly strong when the AC encoding
task was remembered rather than forgotten. We used multivariate classification and pattern similarity analysis (PSA) to measure
reactivation of the AB encoding task during AC trials. The results demonstrated that reactivation of generic task information measured
with multivariate classification predicted subsequent memory for the AB encoding task regardless of whether interference was strong
and weak (trials for which the AC encoding task was remembered or forgotten, respectively). In contrast, reactivation of neural patterns
idiosyncratic to a given AB trial measured with PSA only predicted memory when the strength of interference was low. These results
suggest that reactivation of features of an initial experience shared across numerous events in the same category, but not features
idiosyncratic to a particular event, are important in resisting retroactive interference caused by new learning.
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Introduction
The durability of an episodic memory depends both on how an
event is initially encoded (Craik and Lockhart, 1972; Rugg et al.,
2008) and on factors that operate after encoding (McGaugh,

2000; Dudai, 2004). Notably, engaging in new learning can
cause retroactive interference, reducing the accessibility of ex-
isting memories (Postman and Underwood, 1973; Anderson
and Neely, 1996; Wixted, 2004). The standard paradigm for
investigating retroactive interference is the AB/AC task. The
typical finding is that memory is worse for associations (AB
trials) when one member of the association is shared in a
subsequent association (AC trials) than for associations where
a member is not subsequently represented (DE trials). How-
ever, not every memory subjected to interference becomes
inaccessible, and the factors that contribute to whether a
memory will remain accessible after an interfering event are
unclear.
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Significance Statement

Reactivating a previously encoded memory is believed to provide an opportunity to strengthen the memory, but also to return the
memory to a labile state, making it susceptible to interference. However, there is debate as to how memory reactivation elicited by
a potentially interfering event influences subsequent retrieval of the memory. The findings of the current study indicate that
reactivating features idiosyncratic to a particular experience during interference only influences subsequent memory when
interference is relatively weak. Critically, reactivation of generic contextual information predicts subsequent source memory
when retroactive interference is either strong and weak. The results indicate that reactivation of generic information about a prior
episode mitigates forgetting due to retroactive interference.
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Here, we investigate whether memory reactivation—the rein-
statement of processes and representations engaged when an
event is initially experienced—is predictive of whether a memory
persists after a potentially interfering event is encountered. Exist-
ing memories can be reactivated when there is sufficient amount
of overlap between the original and a new learning episode
(McClelland et al., 1995; Norman and O’Reilly, 2003). Memory
reactivation during new learning is believed to facilitate general-
ization across different episodes (Shohamy and Wagner, 2008;
Zeithamova and Preston, 2010; Zeithamova et al., 2012a,b;
Schlichting et al., 2014; Richter et al., 2015; Schlichting and Pres-
ton, 2015) and, more generally, is thought to return the memory
to a labile state in which it can be strengthened, weakened, or
updated (Sara, 2000; Nader, 2003; McKenzie and Eichenbaum,
2011). However, it is unclear how reactivation during new learn-
ing influences subsequent memory for the previously encoded
memory. Whereas some evidence indicates that reactivating old
memories makes them susceptible to retroactive interference

(Forcato et al., 2007, 2009; Hupbach et al., 2007), other evidence
suggests that memory reactivation mitigates the effects of retro-
active interference (Kuhl et al., 2010; but see, Zeithamova and
Preston, 2010; Richter et al., 2015). We address this issue here,
going beyond prior studies by investigating the effects of weak
versus strong interference and employing two complementary
metrics of reactivation.

The primary aim of the present study was to determine
how memory reactivation during new learning predicts sub-
sequent memory for the previously experienced event. Using a
source memory version of the AB/AC interference paradigm (Fig.
1A), we measured evidence for the reactivation of existing mem-
ories during potentially interfering events using multivoxel pat-
tern analysis (MVPA), a technique well suited to measure
memory reactivation (Rissman and Wagner, 2012; Rugg et al.,
2015). A second aim of the study was to examine whether differ-
ent types of memory reactivation, namely, “task-level” and
“item-level” reactivation, differentially predict subsequent mem-

Figure 1. An overview of the source memory AB/AC paradigm and approach to using MVPA to measure memory reactivation in the current experiment. A, Participants studied words while
performing one of four encoding tasks. Words in the AB (blue boxes) and AC trials (green boxes) were presented twice in two different encoding tasks, whereas words for DE trials (red boxes) and
filler trials were presented in a single encoding task. During retrieval, participants first made an old/new decision about the word, and for words receiving an “old” response, they were asked to
retrieve all of the encoding tasks performed on the word. B, A multivariate classifier was trained to discriminate the four encoding tasks using the DE trials and tested on the AB and AC trials to
measure task evidence at encoding (i.e., classifier evidence for the AB encoding task during the AB trial) and task reactivation (i.e., classifier evidence for the AB encoding task during the AC trial
sharing the same word), respectively. C, Pattern similarity analysis was used to measure item reactivation by correlating the neural patterns elicited by AB and AC trials sharing the same word and
subtracting the average correlation between AC and AB trials with different words that shared the same AB encoding task.
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ory (Fig. 1). We used multivariate classification (Norman et al.,
2006), which generalizes over specific events to measure com-
monalities in neural patterns between exemplars of the same cat-
egory, to measure task reactivation (evidence for the AB encoding
task during the potentially interfering AC trial). We measured
item-level reactivation with pattern similarity analysis (PSA;
Kriegeskorte et al., 2008), which can identify neural patterns
idiosyncratic to a given experimental item– context association
(Ritchey et al., 2013; Wing et al., 2015). It is well established that
the strength of the neural pattern elicited by an event predicts
subsequent memory for the event (Kuhl et al., 2012; Gordon et
al., 2014). Therefore, a third aim of the present study was to
determine whether memory reactivation elicited by an interfering
event promotes subsequent memory independently of the strength
of the neural patterns elicited during encoding. To the extent that
reactivating older memories renders them susceptible to interfer-
ence, lower levels of memory reactivation should be associated with
AB trials for which subsequent memory is successful relative to when
it is unsuccessful. However, if memory reactivation mitigates the
effects of interference, then we expect that stronger reactivation will
be predictive of subsequent AB memory.

Materials and Methods
Participants
Twenty-eight adults (16 females) aged between 18 and 30 years (mean,
22) consented to participate in the experiment and were financially com-
pensated $30 per hour for their time. All were native English speakers,
right-handed, and free from neurological and psychiatric disorder ac-
cording to self-report. The experiment was approved by the Institutional
Review Boards of the University of Texas at Dallas and the University of
Texas Southwestern Medical Center.

Five participants were excluded, for falling asleep during the scanning
session (n � 2), technical issues with the MRI scanner (n � 2), or with-
drawing from the study before completion (n � 1). Four additional
participants were excluded from the analysis, either because of a high
proportion of missed responses in the encoding phase (n � 2) that indi-
cated that they were not paying attention to the task or because they had
no trials in a condition of interest (n � 2). The remaining 19 participants
(13 females; mean age, 23) contributed data to the results reported below.

Materials
The critical experimental trials comprised four different encoding tasks
(Artist, Function, Pleasantness, Vacation) paired with 300 words taken
from the MRC Psycholinguistic Database (Coltheart, 2007). Figure 1
shows example stimuli. The words were all concrete nouns and ranged
from four to nine letters in length (mean, 5.36; SD, 1.33), from 1 to 75 in
Kucera and Francis (1967) written frequency (mean, 23; SD, 19), and
from 500 and 662 in concreteness ratings (mean, 584; SD, 31). For each
participant, the 300 critical words were randomly divided into four
groups: 96 words served as words for the AB/AC trials, 80 served as words
for the DE (control) trials, 100 served as new items during the memory
test, and 24 words served as filler items in the fifth and final encoding
session. Words assigned to the AB/AC trials were each presented twice
during encoding and paired with two different encoding tasks. One task
served as the encoding task for the first (AB) presentation (e.g., DOG-
Artist?) and the other task served as the encoding task for the second
(AC) presentation (e.g., DOG-Vacation?). The AB encoding task was
selected from all four tasks. The AC encoding task, however, was selected
from the three remaining encoding tasks after excluding the task selected
for the AB encoding task. There were an equal number of words in the
AB/AC condition assigned to the 12 possible task pairings. The words for
the DE and filler trials were paired with a single encoding task selected
from the set of all four possible tasks with the constraint that each encod-
ing task occurred equally often for the two classes of trials.

The items in the encoding phase comprised the AB, AC, DE, and filler
trials. The words for AB/AC trials were separated into four groups of 24.
One group of words was presented in each of the first four encoding

sessions as the AB trials. AC trials only occurred in the final four encoding
sessions and comprised the words from the AB trials from the prior
encoding session. The presentation of the corresponding AB and AC
words always occurred in consecutive sessions, with a minimum lag of 16
trials and a maximum lag of 126 trials between the two presentations. The
DE trials were divided into five groups of 16, and one group was pre-
sented in each of the five encoding sessions. The 24 filler trials were
presented only in the final encoding session. In total, there were 24 AB
trials and 16 DE trials in the first encoding session; 24 AB trials, 24 AC
trials, and 16 DE trials in the second, third, and fourth encoding sessions,
respectively; and 24 AC trials, 16 DE trials, and 24 filler trials in the fifth
encoding session. The test trials comprised the words from AB/AC trials,
the words from DE trials, and 100 new words.

An additional 26 words with similar characteristics to the critical
words were used for practice. Twenty were presented in the practice
encoding and test phases, and six served as lures on the practice test
phase. All of the trials in the practice encoding phase were identical to the
DE trials in the critical phase (i.e., none of the cues were repeated) be-
cause we did not want to alert participants to cue repetitions before the
critical encoding sessions.

All stimuli were presented using Cogent 2000 (http://www.vislab.ucl.
ac.uk/cogent_2000.php) written in Matlab (Mathworks). In the scanner,
stimuli were projected to a screen at the rear of the magnet bore and
viewed through a mirror mounted on the head coil. Responses during the
scanned encoding session were made with a four-button MRI compatible
response box. The test phase was completed on a laptop computer out-
side the scanner. Words were presented in the center of the screen in 32
point Helvetica font.

Procedure
Following informed consent, participants completed the practice encod-
ing phase outside the MRI scanner and then entered the scanner to
complete the five critical encoding sessions. Figure 1 depicts the general
procedure for the encoding phase. During encoding, words were pre-
sented in the center of the screen for 4 s each and followed by a 4 – 8 s
intertrial interval (ITI; 8 –12 s stimulus-onset asynchrony; 9 s average).
For each trial type, 62.5, 25, and 12.5% of the trials in each phase were
followed by a 4, 6, and 8 s ITI, respectively. The presentation order in each
encoding session was pseudorandomized such that the different item
types (i.e., AB, AC, DE, or filler) did not occur for more than three
consecutive trials.

During encoding, participants were cued to make the Artist, Function,
Pleasantness, or Vacation judgment when the word appeared. Each judg-
ment was made using a one-to-four scale. Participants were instructed to
respond with their right hand while the word was on the screen. For the
Artist task (Johnson et al., 2009; McDuff et al., 2009), participants were
instructed to rate how difficult it would be for an artist to draw the object
denoted by the word (1, easy; 4, hard). When cued for the Function task
(Johnson et al., 2009; McDuff et al., 2009), participants were instructed to
report the number of functions for the object denoted by the word that
came to mind. If four or more functions came to mind, participants were
instructed to report four functions. For the Pleasantness task, partici-
pants reported how pleasant they found the object denoted by the word
(1, unpleasant; 4, pleasant). For the Vacation task (Nairne et al., 2008),
participants were asked before the practice encoding phase to think
about going on an extended, foreign vacation and were told to use this
imagined vacation throughout the experiment. When cued to perform
the Vacation task, participants were instructed to report how relevant the
object denoted by the word would be to the vacation (1, irrelevant; 4,
relevant). The task cues appeared with the onset of the word and were
located below the word centered horizontally along with the correspond-
ing response scale. Following the final encoding session, participants
remained in the scanner for the structural scan.

Approximately 20 min after the conclusion of the encoding phase,
participants completed a surprise memory test in a separate testing room
outside the scanner. This phase comprised a practice test phase followed
by a critical test phase. Before the practice test, participants were in-
structed that some words from the encoding phase had been presented
twice during the phase, whereas others were presented once, and were
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given the instructions for making their memory decisions. Participants
were not informed about which words had been presented once or twice.
They were informed that they would have to make between one and three
memory judgments—item, source, and order—for each word in the test
list. For the item judgment, which was made for every test probe, partici-
pants were asked to identify words from the encoding list (i.e., words from
AB/AC and DE trials) as “old” and words that did not appear during encod-
ing as “new” using the “d” and “f” keys, respectively. If a “new” response was
given, the participant moved on to the next trial. However, an “old” response
prompted participants to perform the source judgment.

For the source judgment, participants were instructed to attempt to
recall all of the tasks that were performed on the word during encoding
(similar to the modified modified free recall procedure; cf. Postman and
Underwood, 1973). The response options for this memory decision in-
cluded the labels of the four encoding tasks (i.e., “Artist,” “Function,”
“Pleasant,” and “Vacation”) along with a “Don’t Know” response, and
participants entered these judgments using the “g,” “h,” “j,” “k,” and “l”
keys, respectively. Participants were instructed to give a “Don’t Know”
response only if they were unable to remember any of the tasks that were
performed on the word during encoding, and were further instructed to
select a task only if they were confident in their decision. The instructions
for the source memory decision differed slightly if participants believed
the word was presented once (which was true for DE trials) or twice
(which was true for AB/AC trials). If a participant believed the word was
presented twice, the instructions were to try and recall both tasks that
were performed on the word during encoding. They were further in-
structed that if both tasks were confidently remembered, they were to
select each task by pressing the corresponding keys on the keyboard. If
only one task could be confidently recalled, then participants were in-
structed to select only the recalled task, even if they were sure the word
was presented twice. We assume that participants either forgot or were
not confident of the task that was not reported, or that they believed the
word was only presented once during encoding. If a participant believed
that a word was only presented once during the encoding session, in-
structions were to report the task that was performed on the word. It was
emphasized that selecting two tasks for a word presented once was incor-
rect, even if the correct task was one of the two tasks selected. DE trials
that went on to attract two task responses were excluded from all behav-
ioral and fMRI analyses; the proportion of such responses was low
(mean, 0.04; SE, 0.01). For each trial, participants were allowed to select
one or two tasks. The selected tasks were highlighted in a blue box and
could be toggled on or off by pressing the corresponding key on the key-
board. Given that the “Don’t Know” response was to be selected only when
participants were unable to remember any of the encoding tasks, the pro-
gram did not allow the “Don’t Know” response to be selected in conjunction
with a task response. Once the responses were entered, participants were
instructed to press the “Enter” key to lock in their response.

If only one task was selected on the source judgment described above,
the program moved on to the next trial. However, if two tasks were
selected, participants were prompted to perform the order judgment. For
this judgment, the two tasks selected in the Source judgment remained
on the screen, along with the “Don’t Know” response. Participants were
instructed to press the key corresponding to the task that was performed
first. Similar to the source judgment, participants were instructed to
select a task only if they were confident in their decision. However, if they
were not confident or could not remember which task was performed
first, they were instructed to give a “Don’t Know” response. All reported
analyses were collapsed across the order judgment, and it will not be
discussed further. Following completion of the test phase, participants
were debriefed and thanked for their time.

Behavioral data measures
The dependent variables of interest from the behavioral data were item
recognition performance, source memory accuracy, and reaction time
(RT) for the encoding judgments. Item recognition was calculated as the
proportion of “old” responses given to AB/AC words, DE words, and
new words during the test phase. Source accuracy was calculated as the
proportion of accurate source judgments for items accorded an accurate
recognition judgment. Source accuracy was calculated in two ways for the

AB and AC encoding tasks. First, source accuracies for the AB and AC en-
coding tasks were each calculated independently of performance on the
other task; that is, AB source accuracy was calculated as the proportion of
times the correct AB task was selected when an “old” item response was
made, regardless of whether or not the AC task was remembered or forgotten
and whether one or two tasks were selected. AC accuracy was calculated in a
similar fashion by ignoring AB source accuracy.

Second, we calculated two different conditional source accuracy mea-
sures: AB source accuracy conditional on remembering the AC encoding
task and AC source accuracy conditional on remembering the AB encod-
ing task. This was achieved by splitting the trials into four cells that
crossed AB source memory (hit vs miss) with AC source memory. The
AB Hit–AC Hit cell comprised trials in which both the AB and AC en-
coding tasks were selected. The AB Hit–AC Miss and AB Miss–AC Hit
cells comprised trials in which the AB or AC encoding task, respectively,
was remembered and the other encoding task was forgotten. The AB
Miss–AC Miss cell comprised trials in which both encoding tasks were
forgotten. This last bin included trials with two encoding tasks selected
that were both incorrect, trials with a single encoding task selected that
was incorrect, and trials in which a “Don’t Know” response was selected
on the source judgment. The conditional source accuracy measures were
computed by holding memory for one task constant [e.g., AB source
accuracy when the AC task was remembered was calculated as AB
Hit–AC Hit/(AB Hit–AC Hit � AB Miss–AC Hit)]. It is important to
point out that the same binning procedure described above was used in
the subsequent memory analysis of the MVPA measures.

fMRI data acquisition
MRI data were acquired with a 3T Philips Achieva MRI scanner (Philips
Medical Systems) equipped with a 32 channel receiver head coil. Func-
tional images were acquired with a blood oxygenation level-dependent
(BOLD), T2*-weighted echoplanar imaging (EPI) sequence (SENSE fac-
tor, 1.5; flip angle, 70°; 80 � 80 matrix; FOV, 240 � 240 mm; TR, 2000
ms; TE, 30 ms; 34 ascending slices; slice thickness, 3 mm; slice gap, 1 mm)
and were oriented parallel to line connecting the anterior and posterior
commissures. Three “dummy” scans were acquired at the start of each
EPI session and discarded to allow for equilibration of tissue magnetiza-
tion. A total of 186 functional volumes were acquired during the first
encoding session, and 294 functional volumes were acquired in each of
the last four encoding sessions. T1-weighted images (MPRAGE se-
quence; 240 � 240 matrix; 1 mm isotropic voxels) were acquired for
anatomical reference following the last EPI session.

fMRI data preprocessing
The functional data were preprocessed with Statistical Parametric Map-
ping (SPM8, Wellcome Department of Cognitive Neurology, London,
UK) implemented in Matlab 2012b (The Mathworks). First, the func-
tional data were subjected to a two-pass realignment procedure, whereby
images were first realigned to the first image of a session and then re-
aligned to a mean EPI image. Next, slice timing differences were cor-
rected using sinc interpolation with reference to the middle slice. The
images were then reoriented and spatially normalized to a standard EPI
template in MNI space (Cocosco et al., 1997). Finally, the functional data
from the five encoding sessions were concatenated.

The structural scan for each participant was spatially normalized to
MNI space using an affine transformation. The normalized scans were
used to create an across-participant average anatomical image.

Multivoxel pattern analysis
Overview. We used two MVPA approaches, namely, multivariate classi-
fication and PSA, to assess how reactivation of the AB association during
the presentation of the AC trial sharing the same word was related to
subsequent source memory for the AB encoding task. Figure 1 outlines
the general approach used to measure task reactivation with multi-
variate classification, and item reactivation with PSA. In addition, we
used multivariate classification analysis to assess the neural patterns
elicited during the initial encoding of the AB and AC encoding tasks.
These analyses were conducted using a combination of SPM8, the
Princeton MVPA Toolbox (https://github.com/princetonuniversity/
princeton-mvpa-toolbox), and custom Matlab scripts.
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Feature selection. The features used for MVPA were the voxels that
showed the largest mean signal differences across the four encoding tasks,
as estimated from a univariate GLM analysis. To ensure the indepen-
dence of the feature selection stage and MVPA of the AB and AC trials,
only the DE and filler trials were used to select the features.

The univariate analyses were conducted in two stages. In the first stage,
each participant’s data were analyzed separately. Each trial was modeled
as a 2 s boxcar convolved with a canonical hemodynamic response func-
tion, along with its temporal and dispersion derivatives (Friston et al.,
1998). The DE and filler trials were sorted according to the encoding task
(i.e., Artist, Function, Pleasantness, or Vacation). Trials in which partic-
ipants did not enter a response to the encoding judgment as well as AB
and AC trials were modeled as a single covariate of no interest. Each
first-level GLM also included 10 nuisance covariates (six motion parameters
and four session-specific means for encoding sessions 2–5). The data were
high-pass filtered at 1/128 Hz, and temporal autocorrelation in the error
covariance was corrected with an AR(1) model (Friston et al., 2002).

In the second stage, the parameter estimates for the four encoding
tasks were carried forward to a one-way ANOVA as implemented in
SPM8. Four contrasts were defined, each of which identified voxels that
were more active for one of the tasks than for the average of the other
three tasks [e.g., Artist � (Function � Pleasantness � Vacation)]. To
identify task-selective voxels, each of the contrasts described above was
exclusively masked at p � 0.05 (one-tailed) with the analogous contrast
for the remaining three encoding tasks. For example, to identify task-
selective voxels for the Artist task, the contrast Artist � (Function �
Pleasantness � Vacation) (contrast weights of [3, �1, �1, �1]) was
exclusively masked with (1) Function � (Artist � Pleasantness � Vaca-
tion), (2) Pleasantness � (Artist � Function � Vacation), and (3) Vaca-
tion � (Artist � Pleasantness � Function). The features used in the
classification MVPA and PSA comprised the 250 voxels showing the
largest t values in each of the four task-selective contrasts. To ensure that
the voxels selected for the MVPA analysis were restricted to gray matter,
each of the task selective contrasts described above were inclusively
masked with a gray matter mask, which was defined by voxels with a gray
matter probability greater than 0.2 in the default SPM gray matter tissue
probability map. This resulted in a 1000 voxel feature set that was used
for every participant. The voxels that comprised the feature set are de-
picted in Figure 2, where it can be seen that the four tasks were associated
with elevated activity in distinct cortical clusters.

Importantly, the trials used in the feature selection and classifier train-
ing steps did not overlap with the trials used in the testing set. The
primary analyses focused on the measures obtained from the multivari-
ate classification analyses and PSA from trial types that were separate
from those used for feature selection and training. Thus, using the same

trials both to select features and to train the
classifier is unlikely to have led to inflation or
bias in the measures of interest.

Data preprocessing. The unsmoothed func-
tional data from the 1000 voxels in the feature
set were subjected to several preprocessing
steps before MVPA. First, linear and quadratic
trends were removed from the time series of
each voxel and the data z scored across volumes
within each of the five encoding sessions. Sec-
ond, estimates of the BOLD signal for each trial
were obtained by averaging across the third
and fourth TRs after stimulus onset (i.e., the
period encompassing the peak of the evoked
hemodynamic response). Trials that did not
receive a response during the encoding task or
that received a “new” item recognition re-
sponse on the later memory test were excluded.
There were differences in RT between the four
encoding tasks (results not reported, but are
available from the first author). To remove
possible contributions of these RT differences
to neural pattern differences, we regressed the
BOLD signal in each voxel of the feature set on
trialwise RT (cf. Todd et al., 2013). The

z-transformed residuals from these regression analyses were retained and
used in the multivariate classification and PSA described below.

Multivariate classification analyses
General overview. The purpose of the multivariate classification analysis
was to obtain three experimental measures of interest for the AB and AC
trials: AB task evidence at encoding (i.e., evidence for the AB encoding
task during an AB trial), AC task evidence at encoding (i.e., evidence for
the AC encoding task during an AC trial), and task reactivation (i.e.,
evidence for the AB encoding task during the AC trial sharing the same
word). In the following sections, we outline our approach to training and
testing the classifiers and then describe the specific classifiers that were
used to obtain the three experimental measures just described.

Approach to classifier training and testing. All classifiers were L2-
penalized logistic regression models (� � 1). We created classifiers that
ensured independence between the trial types used to train the classifiers
and the trials the classifiers were applied to. There were two aspects to
this. First, classifiers were trained using a different trial type (e.g., DE
trials) than the trial types used to obtain the experimental measures of inter-
est (e.g., AB and AC trials). Thus, our measures of task encoding and reacti-
vation avoided possible bias caused by the inclusion of trials in the training
set (AB trials) that shared words with trials in the testing set (AC trials).

Second, to avoid introducing classifier bias caused by within-session
autocorrelation of the BOLD signal (Mumford et al., 2014), the subset of
trials comprising the training set were drawn from different scanning
sessions than the trials comprising the test set. This was achieved using a
fivefold leave-one-session-out approach to classifier training and testing.
In each fold, the DE trials from four encoding sessions (e.g., sessions 1– 4)
were used as the training set. The trained classifier was subsequently
tested on all of the trials from the left out session (e.g., session 5). This
process was repeated until all five encoding sessions served as the testing
set. The procedure described above allowed for complete independence
between the training and testing sets. The approach meant that for each
participant, five different classifier sets were required, one for each fold.
As will be described below, this resulted in a total of 20 DE classifiers per
participant.

Multivariate classification. The primary goal of our analytic approach
was to measure task reactivation that was independent of the AC encod-
ing task. To do this, we used four different classifiers that each discrimi-
nated between three of the four encoding tasks. The task combinations for
the four classifiers were (1) Artist versus Function versus Vacation, (2) Artist
versus Function versus Pleasantness, (3) Artist versus Vacation versus Pleas-
antness, and (4) Function versus Vacation versus Pleasant. As noted above,

Figure 2. The 1000 voxel feature set used for the multivariate classification and pattern-similarity MPVA. The 250 task-selective
voxels for each encoding task are shown in different colors and overlaid on the across-participant average T1-weighted structural
scan in MNI space. The axial slices depicted are spaced every 6 mm with the most inferior (top left) and superior (bottom right)
corresponding to z � �27 and z � 57, respectively.
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this resulted in a total of 20 different trained classifiers for each participant
(five folds each with the four classifiers just described).

The trained classifiers were used to obtain three measures of interest:
AB task evidence (from AB trials), AB task reactivation (from AC trials),
and AC task evidence (from AC trials). For each fold, the trained classi-
fiers were applied to the AB and AC trials of the testing trial set. Only one
of the four different classifiers (in each fold) was used to obtain the AB
task evidence and reactivation measures, and a different classifier was
used to obtain the AC task evidence measure. For both the AB task
evidence and reactivation measures, we extracted the evidence values
from the classifier that discriminated between the task of interest (the AB
encoding task) and the two encoding tasks that were not performed on
that word. For example, if, for a given word, the AB and AC tasks were the
Artist and Vacation tasks, respectively, then the evidence for the Artist
task would be extracted from the classifier with the Artist versus Function
versus Pleasantness task combination because this classifier excluded the
AC encoding task (i.e., the Vacation task). AC task evidence was mea-
sured in a similar manner using the classifier that discriminated the AC
encoding task from the two encoding tasks not previously associated with
the word (i.e., the classifier that excluded the AB encoding task). Thus,
the specific classifiers used to measure AB task evidence and reactivation,
and AC task evidence depended on the particular combination and order
of the AB and AC encoding tasks for each word. Evidence values were
normalized to a range between 0 and 1.

The classifiers were validated by examining classification accuracy
of the DE trials in the encoding session labeled as the test set in each fold
of the analysis. Classification accuracy was collapsed across the five folds
but calculated separately for each encoding task and each of the four
classifiers outlined above. This resulted in 12 classifier accuracy measures
per participant (three tasks in each of four different classifiers).

Pattern similarity analysis
We used PSA to measure reactivation of task specific item– context asso-
ciations, and thus to assess how strongly the idiosyncratic neural pattern
elicited by the combination of a given word and AB encoding task were
present during the AC trial that shared the same word. Figure 1C pro-
vides a visual depiction of the procedure. We calculated the Fisher
z-transformed Pearson’s correlation coefficient between the BOLD pat-
terns for each AC trial with each of the AB trials in the previous encoding
session. These correlations were divided into three groups based on the
AC trial’s word and corresponding AB encoding task: same word and
same AB encoding task, different word and same AB encoding task, and
different word and different AB encoding task. Note that for the purpose
of this analysis, the latter category of correlations is not considered.
The correlation between AB and AC trials that shared the same word,
hereafter referred to as same word correlations, carries information
about the degree to which idiosyncratic patterns associated with an AB
trial were reactivated during the AC trial. However, the same word cor-
relations do not provide a pure measure of reactivation of the initial AB
item– context associations, and can also be driven by generic task reacti-
vation (cf. Wing et al., 2015). To address this issue, we obtained a mea-
sure of generic task reactivation (Ritchey et al., 2013; Wing et al., 2015) by
averaging across the correlations between AC and AB trials sharing the
same AB encoding task but with different words, hereafter referred to as
different word correlations. The item reactivation measure was obtained
by subtracting the average of the different word correlations from the
same word correlation. This approach removes the fraction of the same
word correlation that is driven by generic task reactivation.

There are two important details about this analysis that bear mention.
First, as discussed above, the AC trials were only correlated with the AB
trials from the previous encoding session, which contained the AB trial
sharing the same word as a given AC trial. The goal of this constraint was
to mitigate differences in interitem lag between the same and different
word correlations. Second, none of the correlations were conducted be-
tween two trials from the same scanning session, obviating bias caused by
within-session autocorrelation in the BOLD signal (Mumford et al.,
2014).

Across-participant analyses
Across-participant analyses of the behavioral and MRI data were con-
ducted with SPSS 21. The Greenhouse–Geisser (Greenhouse and Geisser,
1959) procedure was used to correct the degrees of freedom for non-
sphericity in ANOVA and is reflected in the reported degrees of freedom.
Results were considered significant at p � 0.05.

Results
Behavioral results
Item recognition accuracy
A one-way repeated measures ANOVA revealed a significant dif-
ference between the hit rates for studied words from DE trials
(mean, 0.76; SE, 0.03) and AB/AC trials (mean, 0.93; SE, 0.02)
and the false alarm rate to new words (mean, 0.08; SE, 0.02;
F(1.27,22.88) � 566.38, p � 0.001). Post hoc contrasts indicated that
participants were able to discriminate both types of studied
words from new words (t(18) values � 19.79, p values � 0.001).
Moreover, participants were better able to discriminate words
presented twice, as indicated by a significantly higher hit rate for
words in the AB/AC condition relative to words in the DE con-
dition (t(18) � 11.03, p � 0.001).

Source memory accuracy
Retroactive inference was investigated by analyzing source accu-
racy for the AB, AC, and DE tasks (Fig. 3A). As discussed above in
Materials and Methods (Methods), source accuracy for the AB
encoding task was calculated independently of source accuracy
for the AC encoding task and vice versa. If retroactive interfer-
ence is present in the current experiment, then source accuracy
will be lower for the AB than the DE encoding task. A one-way
repeated-measures ANOVA showed a significant main effect of
item type (F(1.78,32.07) � 87.26, p � 0.001). Post hoc paired t tests
revealed that source accuracy was highest for the DE task (mean,
0.76; SE, 0.03) relative to both the AB task (mean, 0.52; SE, 0.03;
t(18) � 11.14, p � 0.001), and the AC task (mean, 0.59; SE, 0.03;
t(18) � 9.42, p � 0.001). Source accuracy for the AB task was
significantly lower than accuracy for the AC task, (t(18) � 4.18,
p � 0.001). A 3 (item type, DE, AB, AC) � 4 (encoding task,
Artist, Function, Pleasantness, Vacation) ANOVA did not reveal
a significant main effect of encoding task (F(2.80,50.40) � 1.45, p �
0.24), nor a significant interaction (F(4.20,75.57) � 0.11, p � 0.98),
which suggests that the encoding task did not moderate the above
pattern of results.

It is possible that the length of the ITI that preceded or fol-
lowed a trial might act to confound subsequent memory perfor-
mance with our MVPA measures. Specifically, trials preceded or
followed by a relatively long ITI might be associated both with
better source memory and less noisy (and hence, stronger)
MVPA measures. There was, however, no evidence for a main
effect of length of preceding ITI on source accuracy (F(1.53,27.57) �
1.14, p � 0.32), nor was there an interaction between preceding
ITI and item type (F(2.59,46.69) � 0.53, p � 0.64, Table 1). The
same pattern was also evident for the ITI following a trial (main
effect of ITI, F(1.74,31.31) � 0.70, p � 0.50; interaction, F(2.56,46.10)

� 1.57, p � 0.19). Thus, we could find no evidence that source
memory covaried with ITI, obviating any potential concerns re-
garding the possibility of a confound with ITI length.

Last, for the AB/AC trials, we examined source accuracy for
each study task conditional on source accuracy for the alternate
task (see Materials and Methods, Behavioral data measures).
First, we calculated AB source accuracy conditional on whether
or not the AC encoding task was remembered or forgotten. AB
source accuracy was substantially lower when the AC source was
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remembered (mean, 0.40; SE, 0.04) than when the AC source was
forgotten (mean, 0.69; SE, 0.03; t(18) � 9.23, p � 0.001; Fig. 3B).
Second, we calculated AC source accuracy conditional on source
memory accuracy for the AB encoding task. Similar to the prior
result, AC source accuracy was significantly lower when the AB
encoding task was remembered (mean, 0.45; SE, 0.04) than when
the AB task was forgotten (mean, 0.73; SE, 0.03; t(18) � 9.00, p �
0.001; Fig. 3C). Together, these findings suggest that memory for
the AB task can be used as a categorical indicator of the strength of
interference caused by the AC task and vice versa. For example,
AC trials on which the AC encoding task was later remembered
can be thought of as exerting higher levels of retroactive interfer-
ence than trials on which the AC task was forgotten.

MVPA results
First, we present the results from the classifier validation analysis
to show that the classifiers were able to discriminate the four
encoding tasks above chance levels. Second, we present the anal-
ysis of the task evidence at encoding, task reactivation, and item
reactivation measures.

Classifier validation
The classifier accuracy measures, which were derived from cross-
validation of the DE trials, are provided in Table 2. The across-
participant average classification accuracy ranged from 49 to 61%
(mean, 55%; SE, 2%) depending on the encoding task and clas-

sifier. The four different classifiers, collapsed across the five folds,
were able to classify each task reliably above the chance level of
33.3% (t(18) values � � 4.43, p values � 0.001). As described in
Materials and Methods, the specific classifier used to measure
task evidence at encoding and task reactivation depended on the
pairing and order of the AB and AC encoding tasks. Therefore, it
was important to determine whether classification accuracy for a
particular encoding task varied as a function of the classifier.
Only the Vacation task classification varied in this way
(F(1.48,26.68) � 3.85, p � 0.05). Post hoc t tests demonstrated that
classification accuracy of the Vacation task was greater for the
Artist versus Function versus Vacation classifier compared to the
Artist versus Pleasantness versus Vacation classifier (t(18) � 4.21,
p � 0.001). However, there were no significant differences in
accurately classifying the Vacation task when comparing the Art-
ist versus Function versus Vacation and Function versus Pleas-
antness versus Vacation classifiers (t(18) � 1.67, p � 0.11) or the
Artist versus Pleasantness versus Vacation and Function versus
Pleasantness versus Vacation classifiers (t(18) � 0.69, p � 0.50).
Last, we examined whether classification accuracy varied as a
function of the encoding task included in the classifier. A series of
four one-way ANOVAs (one for each classifier) did not find sig-
nificant differences in classification accuracy among the encod-
ing tasks (p values � 0.20). Overall, these results suggest that the
four classifiers reliably classified the different encoding tasks and
that, with the one exception noted above, classification accuracy
did not vary between the classifiers or the encoding tasks.

Figure 3. Source memory accuracy calculated from the behavioral data. A, Source accuracy for the DE, AB, and AC encoding tasks. Note that in this panel, AB source accuracy was calculated
ignoring AC source memory and vice versa. B, Source accuracy for the AB encoding task conditional on whether the AC encoding task was remembered (hit) or forgotten (miss). C, Source accuracy
for the AC encoding task conditional on whether the AB encoding task was remembered or forgotten. Error bars represent �1 SEM.

Table 1. Source accuracy as a function of item type and the ITIs of the preceding
trial (top) and following a trial (bottom)

Item type

DE AB AC

Preceding ITI
4 s 0.75 (0.03) 0.53 (0.03) 0.60 (0.02)
6 s 0.79 (0.03) 0.51 (0.04) 0.56 (0.04)
8 s 0.76 (0.06) 0.50 (0.05) 0.56 (0.05)

Following ITI
4 s 0.75 (0.03) 0.53 (0.03) 0.60 (0.03)
6 s 0.82 (0.03) 0.51 (0.04) 0.58 (0.04)
8 s 0.73 (0.04) 0.54 (0.05) 0.58 (0.04)

SEs are provided in parentheses.

Table 2. Classification accuracy of the four different classifiers

Classifier 1 Classifier 2 Classifier 3 Classifier 4

Encoding task
Artist 0.53 (0.04) 0.52 (0.04) 0.54 (0.04)
Function 0.59 (0.04) 0.57 (0.04) 0.59 (0.04)
Pleasantness 0.53 (0.03) 0.49 (0.03) 0.54 (0.03)
Vacation 0.61 (0.04) 0.55 (0.04) 0.57 (0.03)

Values in parentheses reflect �1 SEM. Chance performance for was 33.33%. Classifier accuracy was collapsed across
each fold of the fivefold approach. The tasks discriminated by the classifiers were as follows: Classifier 1, Artist versus
Function versus Vacation; Classifier 2, Artist versus Function versus Pleasantness; Classifier 3, Artist versus Pleasant-
ness versus Vacation; Classifier 4, Function versus Pleasantness versus Vacation.
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Subsequent memory analyses
Here, we report the results from the subsequent memory analysis
of task reactivation (i.e., classifier evidence for the AB encoding
task during AC trials sharing the same word), item reactivation
(i.e., pattern similarity between corresponding AB and AC trials),
AB task evidence at encoding (i.e., classifier evidence for the AB
encoding task during AB trials), and AC task evidence at encod-
ing (i.e., classifier evidence for the AC encoding task during AC
trials). Each of the above measures were submitted to separate 2
(AB source memory) � 2 (AC source memory) repeated mea-
sures ANOVAs (for a description of the trials in the four cells, see
Materials and Methods, Behavioral data measures). For each par-
ticipant, we separately averaged each MVPA measure across trials
for the four cells of the factorial combination of subsequent AB
and AC source memory.

We first report the findings that address the primary question
of whether task reactivation, item reactivation, or both were as-
sociated with subsequent AB source memory. If memory reacti-
vation during new learning renders the reactivated memory
susceptible to retroactive interference, then subsequent AB
source misses should be associated with higher levels of task or
item reactivation than should subsequent AB source hits. How-
ever, if reactivation promotes retention of previously encoded
memories, then we expect subsequent AB source hits to be asso-
ciated with higher levels of reactivation relative to subsequence
AB source misses. The ANOVA of the task reactivation measures
revealed a significant main effect of AB source memory (F(1,18) �
5.49, p � 0.03) in the absence of a main effect of AC source
memory or an interaction between AB and AC source memory
(p values �0.70). As can be seen in Figure 4A, AB task reactiva-
tion during AC trials was higher when the AB encoding task was
subsequently remembered (mean, 0.35; SE, 0.01) relative to for-
gotten (mean, 0.32; SE, 0.01).

The ANOVA on item reactivation measures also revealed a
significant main effect of subsequent AB source memory
(F(1,18) � 5.41 p � 0.03), again in the absence of an AC source
memory effect (F(1,18) � 0.05, p � 0.83). There was however also
a significant interaction between subsequent AB and AC source
memory (F(1,18) � 5.41, p � 0.03; Fig. 4B). Post hoc t tests indi-
cated that when the AC encoding task was forgotten item reacti-
vation was greater for subsequent AB source hits (mean, 0.03; SE,
0.01) than for misses (mean, �0.004; SE, 0.01; t(18) � 2.95, p �
0.01). When the AC encoding task was remembered, however,
the difference in item reactivation between AB source hits (mean,
0.01; SE, 0.01) and misses (mean, 0.01; SE, 0.01) was not reliable
(t(18) � 0.39, p � 0.70).

Finally, the 2 � 2 ANOVA for AB task evidence during AB
encoding (Fig. 4C) also revealed a significant main effect of sub-
sequent AB source memory (F(1,18) � 7.71, p � 0.01), demon-
strating higher AB task evidence values when the AB encoding
task was subsequently remembered (mean, 0.48; SE, 0.02) com-
pared to when it was forgotten (mean, 0.46; SE, 0.01). There was
no evidence for an effect of AC source memory, nor for an inter-
action between subsequent AB and AC source memory (p val-
ues � 0.26). Inspection of Figure 4C strongly suggests however
that, despite the absence of a significant interaction effect, task
evidence at encoding predicted subsequent memory only when
the strength of interference was relatively weak (AC source miss
trials). This impression is supported by the finding that the dif-
ference in evidence values for the low interference condition was
significant (t(18) � 2.13, p � 0.05), whereas the difference in the
high interference condition was far from significant (t(18) � 0.17,
p � 0.87). Although caution is warranted, we tentatively interpret

this pattern of results as evidence that the subsequent memory
effect associated with the AB task evidence at encoding measure is
modulated by strength of subsequent interference.

The above analyses do not establish that task evidence at en-
coding, task reactivation, and item reactivation were indepen-
dently associated with subsequent AB source memory. We
addressed this issue in two ways. First, we estimated the relation-
ships across trials between these three MVPA measures for each
participant by calculating the across-trial Pearson’s correlation
coefficients between the measures. The across-participant aver-
age of each of these correlations was close to zero (AB task evi-
dence and task reactivation, ravg � 0.01; range, �0.24 to �0.21;
AB task evidence and item reactivation, ravg � 0.003; range, 0.21
to �0.29; task and item reactivation, ravg � 0.007; range, �0.23 to
�0.21), indicating that there was little shared variance among the
three variables at the trial level.

Second, to more directly address the question of indepen-
dence, the ANOVAs reported previously were repeated using re-
sidualized MVPA measures. Thus, for the task reactivation
measure, we performed a within-participant, across-trial regres-
sion to remove any variance that was shared with measures of AB
task evidence at encoding or with item reactivation. Analogous
procedures were conducted for the measures of item reactivation
(controlling for task evidence and reactivation) and task evidence
at encoding (controlling for task and item reactivation). These
within-participant regressions were computed across all trials re-
gardless of subsequent memory. The ANOVA results from these
residualized MVPA measures were nearly identical to the results
of the original analyses reported above. Thus, the ANOVA on the
residualized measure of task reactivation revealed only a main
effect of subsequent AB source memory (F(1,18) � 5.20, p � 0.04).
The ANOVA on item reactivation again showed a main effect of
AB source memory (F(1,18) � 5.17, p � 0.04) that was moderated
by a significant interaction between AB and AC source memory
(F(1,18) � 4.44, p � 0.05). Last, the ANOVA of the residualized
measures of task evidence was significantly higher for subsequent
AB source hits (mean, 0.47; SE, 0.02) relative to misses (mean,
0.45; SE, 0.02; F(1,18) � 4.40, p � 0.05).

Finally, we analyzed AC task evidence at encoding with a 2 (AB
source memory) � 2 (AC source memory) repeated measures
ANOVA (Fig. 4D). The only reliable effect was a significant in-
teraction between the two factors (F(1,18) � 7.26, p � 0.02). This
interaction was decomposed by contrasting subsequent AC
source hits and misses within each level of AB source memory.
When the AB encoding task was remembered (strong proactive
interference) AC task evidence failed to predict subsequent mem-
ory (remembered AC trials, mean, 0.45; SE, 0.02; forgotten AC
trials, mean, 0.48; SE, 0.01; t(18) � 1.84, p � 0.08). However, when
interference was weak (the AB encoding task was forgotten) the AC
task evidence was significantly higher for trials in which the AC task
was subsequently remembered (mean, 0.48; SE, 0.02) rather than
forgotten (mean, 0.43; SE, 0.03; t(18) � 2.54, p � 0.02).

One potential explanation for the interaction just described is
that processes involved in reactivating the AB encoding trial (ei-
ther at the task or item level) compete with processes that are
important for encoding the AC task. This scenario predicts that
task reactivation, item reactivation, or both should show a nega-
tive correlation with the AC task evidence measure. However, the
average of the across-trial correlations for AC task evidence with
AB task reactivation (ravg � 0.04; range, �0.13 to �0.22) and AC
task evidence with AB item reactivation (ravg � 0.03; range,
�0.17 to �0.24) were small and inconsistent with the above
prediction.
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Discussion
We used MVPA and an AB/AC source memory interference par-
adigm to investigate how subsequent memory for an initial event
is affected by the degree to which it is reactivated when a poten-
tially interfering event is subsequently encountered. In addition,
we examined whether task and item-level reactivation have dis-
sociable influences on subsequent memory for AB trials. The
results demonstrated that estimates of task-level reactivation were
higher when the AB encoding task was subsequently remembered
compared to when it was forgotten. The results also showed an as-
sociation between item-level reactivation, measured with PSA, and
subsequent AB source memory. Critically, this latter effect interacted

with interference strength (operationalized by accuracy of AC source
memory), such that item-level reactivation only showed a subse-
quent memory effect when strength of interference was low (when
the AC encoding task was forgotten).

Our results are consistent with previous research in suggesting
that reactivation of the memory of an event when a highly similar
event is later encountered acts to reduce the likelihood it will be
forgotten (Kuhl et al., 2010; but see, Zeithamova and Preston,
2010; Richter et al., 2015). Critically, the present results extend
these prior findings by showing that two different types of mem-
ory reactivation— here termed task and item reactivation— can
occur concurrently when an overlapping event is encountered

Figure 4. A–D, Results from the subsequent source memory analysis of the four MVPA measures: task reactivation (A), item reactivation (B), AB task evidence at encoding (C), and AC task
evidence at encoding (D). Each panel depicts the across-participant average of the relevant MVPA metric for the four cells formed by treating subsequent source memory for the AB and AC encoding
tasks as separate factors. Error bars represent �1 SEM.
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and are independently predictive of the accuracy of subsequent
memory for the original event.

Multivariate classifiers generalize across individual trials and
hence do not capture the idiosyncrasies of a particular item–
context association (here, the study word and corresponding
encoding task). Thus, the task reactivation metric measures com-
monalities between neural patterns belonging to the same task
category. The metric potentially reflects the level of reactivation of a
generic cognitive or task set elicited when an event was initially ex-
perienced. By contrast, as used here, PSA measured the reactivation
of neural patterns that were specific to a given AB study trial (Wing et
al., 2015). Our measure of item reactivation was therefore able to
capture the degree to which neural patterns elicited by a specific AB
trial were reactivated during the presentation of an AC trial sharing
the same word. We assume that this metric indexed the reactivation
of trial-specific features of an AB study event.

Our results are consistent with the idea that task reactivation
and item reactivation measure different aspects of memory reac-
tivation. First, there was little or no shared variance across-trials
between these two measures. Second, and equally important, the
association between task reactivation and subsequent source
memory for the AB encoding task differed from the subsequent
memory effects observed for item reactivation. Whereas task re-
activation predicted subsequent AB source memory regardless of
interference strength, item reactivation only showed a subse-
quent memory effect on trials associated with low interference
strength. Furthermore, this pattern of results was unchanged af-
ter controlling for shared variance among the reactivation mea-
sures (as well as AB task evidence at encoding).

The results for the task reactivation measure extend the find-
ings reported by Kuhl et al. (2010) and Richter et al. (2015), and
suggest that reactivating the context in which an item was initially
encountered helps memory for that context to persist in the face
of later interference. Importantly, the data suggest that task
reactivation predicted subsequent source memory for the AB en-
coding task even when the strength of retroactive interference—
operationalized as AC source memory—was high. Another
interesting aspect of this data is that task reactivation promoted
subsequent source memory for the item–context association even
though this reactivation metric is insensitive to the idiosyncratic fea-
tures of the particular AB trial. This finding is reminiscent of prior
results demonstrating that the reactivation of a study task context
facilitates recall of items that were associated with the context (Polyn
et al., 2005). It is currently unclear, however, why reactivation of the
initial AB encoding task during a potentially interfering event im-
proved memory for the item–context association. One possibility is
that reactivating the AB encoding task provided an opportunity to
reencode and thus to strengthen the association between the study
word and its original encoding task. This hypothesis is consistent
with the finding that task reactivation was higher for trials in which
the AB encoding task was subsequently recollected, regardless of the
strength of the interference caused by the AC trials.

The results from the conditional source memory analysis (Fig.
3) suggest there was competition between memory for the AB and
AC encoding tasks. Specifically, source accuracy for one task (e.g.,
the AB task) was much worse when the other task (e.g., the AC
task) was remembered relative to when it was forgotten. The
MVPA results suggest that during periods of strong interference
(whether retroactive or proactive), competition between mem-
ory for the two encoding tasks observed in the behavioral data
might be caused by competition between processes supporting
the reactivation of item-specific features of a prior event and
processes important for the encoding a new, potentially interfer-

ing event. This hypothesis is motivated by the finding that both
the item reactivation and AC task evidence measures showed a
similar sensitivity to interference strength. Specifically, both
measures predicted subsequent memory only when interference
was relatively weak. However, as noted in Results, if the processes
supporting AB reactivation and the instantiation of the AC task
context were in competition, one might have expected the respec-
tive reactivation metrics to show a negative correlation. There
was, however, no evidence for this. Clearly, further research is
needed to elucidate the relationship between the processes sup-
porting memory reactivation and encoding during new learning.

Task evidence during the initial encoding of both AB and AC
trials was higher for subsequent source hits than for source misses, as
has been reported previously (Kuhl et al., 2012; Gordon et al., 2014).
However, task evidence at encoding appears not to be an invariable
predictor of subsequent source memory. Although the interaction
between AB and AC source memory for the AB task evidence at
encoding measure was not reliable at our selected statistical thresh-
old, the general pattern of results indicate that our measures of task
evidence at encoding predicted subsequent source memory only
when interference was relatively weak. An interesting implication of
these results, elaborated on below, is that task evidence at encoding
is, at best, only a partial index of the “strength” of encoding. Other-
wise, task evidence might have been expected to predict subsequent
memory regardless of interference strength.

Relatedly, it was perhaps surprising that there was little or no
across-trial relationship between AB task evidence at encoding
and either the task or the item reactivation measures. Indeed,
these three classes of subsequent memory effect were indepen-
dent of each other, even when retroactive interference was low.
This result suggests that our measure of task evidence at encoding
does not reflect processes that determine whether a memory is
sufficiently well encoded to be capable of later reactivation. In the
limit, of course, any measure of memory reactivation must be
related to some metric of encoding success, since a complete
failure to encode a memory would mean that there is nothing to
later reactivate. This raises the question as to the nature of the
encoding processes that were reflected by our task evidence met-
ric. A speculative possibility is that the metric indexed the
amount of attention given to the features of the word that were
relevant to the specific encoding task (Uncapher and Rugg,
2009). In other words, multivariate classifiers might be sensitive
not to the overall quality or fidelity of an encoded memory rep-
resentation, but to factors, such as attention to specific details of
the event, that are only partially correlated with how well it was
encoded. An important caveat to this hypothesis arises, however,
from the extensive literature demonstrating that the nature of the
processing supporting effective encoding depends on how mem-
ory is subsequently tested (Tulving and Thomson, 1973; Morris
et al., 1977; Otten, 2007; Park and Rugg, 2008). Therefore, the
null correlation between task evidence during AB encoding and
AB reactivation may reflect a mismatch between the encoding
processes reflected by the task evidence metric and the processes
supporting AB reactivation during the subsequent AC trial. It is
possible that our encoding and reactivation measures might cor-
relate if reactivation is measured in a different retrieval context,
such as a direct memory test. Future work will be needed to fully
understand the conditions in which multivariate measures of en-
coding and reactivation correlate with one another, as well as
which of the numerous factors operating at encoding are cap-
tured in the evidence values of multivariate classifiers.

In conclusion, our results indicate that experiencing new,
overlapping events elicits variable amounts of reactivation of pre-
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viously encoded events. The fidelities of the reactivation of the
memory of a study event at both generic (task) and item-specific
levels independently predict subsequent memory. Critically, our
findings suggest that the reactivation of the generic context in
which an item was initially encountered, but not the reactivation
of the idiosyncratic features of the item– context association, can
prevent forgetting in the face of strong retroactive interference.
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